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BRAINWASHED TO BELIEVE
Most Important Warning!
Do not listen to wannabes! Don’t listen to people that cured themselves from cancer or whatever acting like they can cure you from the same disease. That is absolutely
absurd and will lead many people to their death.
Even worse are the “ knowledge and result thiefs”… the dudes that go around interviewing successful people in the health field then sell that “Knowledge” that they
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don’t have, and often the so called experts don’t even have, or know what it really is
that helped some of their Patients.
You find these kind of parasites (leaching on to the result producers) in Health
Freedom Expos, Natural Cures Expos or Cancer Truth Congresses and similar, extremely dangerous events. In these events, dangerous, half knowledge will be “taught”
which most often causes more confusion and harm than anything else.
They teach the ‘spaghetti principle’ meaning the more spaghetti you throw on the
wall, the more will stick. This is not so in the Cancer cure field. The more different elements you use at the same time, the lower your chances get that you can get healthy
again.
See what the problem is with these interview people and the ones that accumulate so called health experts, is that they have never cured anybody themselves and
they believe by interviewing and spying on the result producing therapist or healers,
that they themselves have understood their method and result producing actions.
False, always false. (Usually they all die of exactly the illness they pretend to be able to
cure or prevent in and for others.) They have NO idea why and what cured the Patient
with an autoimmune disease!
They think by accumulating as much different knowledge and opinions and methods they can prevent or cure cancer. No, they cause cancer and are responsible that
people die because they are following a false prophet or in that case a lot of false prophets! Too many cooks ruin the meal, or in that case, too many opinions and methods
kill the patients.
Their only motivation is usually money… exactly what they say the OTHERS or
medical and pharmaceutical industry is after. These event planners, Newsletter sellers
and of course they sell at the end, ALL supplements, magical herbs, curing and preventing Supplements and other hokus pokus tools, are even worse than the Doctors.
At least they (Doctors) have fundamental education and some base of knowledge of
what is going on. These self renownd event planners and so called alternative experts
etc., have no basis for their Sales Promotions. Yeah, you can get their vitamin D which
of course is the ‘best’ and all the other expensive junk. You can by expensive saunas
and oxygen cabins and their cook books and CDs and DVDs and all the other in regards of healing, worthless junk. They are riding the wave of natural cures, alternative
health etc etc etc. ALL worthless BS!
I have seen at these events in the most important and large ones, the worst hypocrites, repulsive smelling mountain men and women, or the ones that can cure everything with diet or vitamin C or whatever. Dr. Coldwell was the keynote speaker at all
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significant events for decades until we understood that these events destroy people
and give losers and hokus pokus gurus a platform to potentially harm innocent people.
The worst are the ones with the positive thinking hoax. All patients that only think
positive that I ever heard of, died! You have to systematically act instead of just thinking, hoping, or praying for a positive result.
Most off all, you have to understand that every system that works has to be individually created and applied and taught, trained and coached, with a decade long result producing success rate.
All these seminar gurus just want to sell their books, seminars, supplements and
products. Just sign up for their free…. Whatever ebook, or free Video, and you will see
what I mean. They bombard you with offers and sales etc from that moment on.
ONLY one system, ONE person can help to achieve a permanent success. Not to
use or try a little bit of everything! It is so sad that they use the awakening that is going
on against the Pharmaceutical and Medical Industry to sell you their usually useless,
worthless but always expensive Products.
Be careful. Dr. C has given over 3,000 Interviews in his life and has been on all
significant so-called experts shows, DVD series etc. I can tell you: Champions never
flock, they are like Eagles. You find them one at a time. The healer that can really heal
does his own thing by himself. He does not need the opinion or help from countless
others. That just shows lack of self-confidence and success if they need others.
And NO, diet or water cannot cure everything! And the clowns that want to heal
your past, your emotions etc. don’t even know how that is really done. Dr. C is the
only one (thats why they all tried to steal from him, some way or the other, that are
talking about these subjects) that has the success and result proven authority for help
to self-help and self-healing by creating the ONLY plateau for lifelong optimum
health:
IBMS® helps the patient or client to find and use his or her own greatness and
Power. Dr. C/IBMS® is the only system that can build the self-esteem self-love, hope,
freedom from the past for an IBMS® Student, and can enable them to create the relationships professional and private, the communication skills the self-motivation tool,
the success training, the way to financial independence, the way to deal with their past
and insecurities, build their Self-Image that determines everything and most important, to identify and eliminate the root cause of every negative result in every part of
their life. That is true holistic health, and ONLY the IBMS® system that cured thousands or even millions, make companies and individuals rich and successful, created a
perfect private life and effective self-communication and endless energy, can cover
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every single part of life. And only that way can optimum lifelong health ,wealth, and
happiness be created. There is NO health without all elements being covered. We have
gotten hundreds, thousands, or even millions of testimonials, thank you letters video
testimonials etc. for the results of the work of Dr. C. He cured his own mother from
Hepatitis C, Fatty liver, Liver cirrhosis, liver cancer in the terminal state with the prognosis of 6 months to live. That was 46 years ago and she is still alive and healthy today
being 83 years old. That alone makes him the ultimate authority in results.
Don’t ever follow a follower. All the seminar guys and interview guys, that call
themselves Researchers, but have never ever cured a couple of hundred people themselves cannot help you to get and stay healthy, happy, energized, motivated, and successful. They are just following information that they have never truly understood for
themselves. They don’t know what it was that cured them if they cured themselves and
they cannot teach you how to cure yourself, because it’s a different cause and solution
for everybody.
Be careful. Learn what I learned, use the IBMS® system, and cure yourself with
the (in millions of cases) success proven results and the only system that leads you to
your God given perfection, with the use of common sense, instinct, and the system of
life itself, the science of IBMS® self-help education, training, coaching and selfhealing coaching. You are the only one that can make you sick, and you are the only
one that can cure you. IBMS® is the cure for life™ and is Curing Life™.
Health means the perfect satisfaction and happiness in every single part of life.
You cannot be somewhat healthy, like you cannot be a little bit pregnant. You are or
you are not.
Just to make it absolutly clear: ALL Profits of his last book will go to the Cancer
Patient Advocate Foundation, a government recognized Non-Profit Organization. We
don’t make money on sick people, their fear, illness, pain or death! Some others try to
hide their greed by stating that they give a little of their income to charity. (Most
owned by them and being paid from it). Dr. C doesn’t take a dime for working for the
CPAF and does not get paid and does not keep a penny from the profit.
Dr. Coldwell made a pact with God. He promised him if he (God) helps him to
cure his own mother, that he will do everything to prevent other children and their parents having to go through the same horrors and pain and suffering his mother and he
had to go through. His work for the CPAF is him keeping his word to God.
If you really think about how absurd it really is that one person (I will not name
names) that cured themselves, suddenly becomes an ‘expert’ on cancer cures, or has
the audacity to tell other people what to do to cure cancer, you will see how dangerous
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these people are. Now, this one person, I will call him Bob. Bob cures himself of cancer, which could be legitimate depending on the life decisions he made, the changes,
the ‘getting-over life’ etc that he made to his life. BUT, this was the result for Bob, individually. This worked for him, and good for him, of course it is great he did not die
from cancer, or get murdered by the medical profession. The problem now is that Bob
suddenly reaches out to people like Dr. C, with a following, a reputation in the industry, who are trying to inform people that it is not necessary to die of cancer, and get
taken advantage of. Bob then rides all the waves he can, then starts a Youtube channel, or something else ridiculous. Then, the misinformation (i.e. killing people) begins.
Bob is telling people how to use a rebounder (ideal tool for lymph drainage). Now, Bob
obviously researched “how to use a rebounder” then repeated the same WRONG, blatantly false information that came up in the search result. Then, I find videos of Bob
telling people they need to bounce up and down (feet leaving the trampoline) of a
mini-trampoline, or if they cannot stand, to use a large exercise ball to “get the lymph
moving”. Personally, I do not care how you use your rebounder, but if you want to effectively use your rebounder for optimal results, and in Dr. Coldwell’s experience with
thousands of patients, you DO NOT use it like Bob said to. Then, the avalanche begins.
After that, some naive people might have tried this. Maybe they feel better because
they did something, as opposed to sitting on the couch. Of course they might feel better because the blood is pumping, but did they “get their lymph moving” like they were
told? No. The sad thing is that the anaerobic movements of jumping on a trampoline
can actually stop the lymph from moving. So then, the poor, naïve person that tried
this starts to try other things, based from misleading, wrong information. The next
step is they usually tell their doctor all the fun new things they are trying and the doctors tell them “oh, you will really die now”. The medical profession loves all the little
fruitcakes that go around (like Bob) spreading misinformation. With such massive levels of misinformation, and the quantity of “Bob’s”, the medical profession can easily
generalize that “the natural route” is not safe, does not have proven success results,
and should be steered clear of. In this case, the medical profession may be right. The
medical profession is using people like Bob, and their affiliates to smear and demonize
the holistic market, and only breed more fear into people. The problem is, people like
Bob give the ENTIRE natural cures industry a bad name. Similar to how one bad apple spoils the bunch. There are some (very few) experts and doctors, many of whom
were trained by Dr. C using the IBMS® System, that are producing consistent positive
results. Interesting to note, though, that these few people have been producing good,
consistent results for years, usually decades! People like Bob are a dime a dozen and
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are often like a fad-diet…they tell their story, ride the wave of the ongoing “awakening”, use people like Dr. C to gain publicity, start a blog, a newsletter, sell a book, are
maybe popular for a year or two, then you never hear about them again…because the
next Bob comes along, or they ran out of misinformation to spread.
Another completely absurd thing is that they always act like it is a new phenomenon that they could cure themselves without chemo, radiation, or surgery. Only
due to the brainwashing and manipulation of the medical profession could this even
be possible. There are millions of cured cancer patients out there that refused chemo,
radiation, or surgery, then Bob acts like he is a divine child of heaven and the only
one! It is an outright audacity and outrage. Could you imagine if I went out there and
said I am now a headache healer? For a while I would get headaches in the late afternoon, then I would drink some water and eat for the first time all day and stop using
the fluorescent lights at my day job at a desk, and I did this consistently for 2 months
and my headaches went away! This is revolutionary! I am now a headache healing expert, so I think I will expose the acetaminophen industry, and make the anti-headache
cookbook and a customized water drinking schedule plan (tailored to your individual
needs, of course) and for a minimal fee (of course)…just to keep the operation going…not to profit (of course). This would be so ridiculous on so many levels. Generally, because people have headaches for potentially hundreds of reasons, not soley because they are dehydrated, malnourished, or their eye muscles are strained from unnatural light. This analogy is parallel to the “Bob” story because just like cancer, a
headache is only a symptom, not an illness. Secondly, just like with cancer, the root
cause of this symptom occurring can be from hundreds of different possibilities.
Thirdly, because I found a way to eliminate what was causing my headaches, I am suddenly a headache healing expert? As you can see, the headache healer story is completely ridiculous and makes these ‘overnight experts’ and the other legitimate experts, a piece of cake for the medical profession to write off, leaving the people that
need help still without a working solution. In fact, I believe the people like Bob are
even worse than the medical profession because at least doctors are contractually obligated to only offer chemo, radiation or surgery. Is is right, ethically? No, of course not.
The people like Bob have not the slightest qualifications, accreditations, or means of
offering a solution. At least the medical profession doesn’t try to deny the fact they are
in business to make money. People like Bob always make money out of selfrighteousness, but of course they are not actually making money, remember? They put
all of the money back into advertising so they can further educate people, or donate all
the profit.
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The next ‘bone to pick’ is that people like Bob always find more “Bob’s” to flock
to. They always speak at the same events that offer no solutions only offering a “rahrah” seminar that leaves people in the most depressed state after 3 days. After seeing
what is really going on, we do not associate with these groups. Over the years, Dr. C
has had many hosts of these Health Expo’s interview him. Any avid listener, or follower of his knows that he holds nothing back! He uses every interview to get useful information out to people who need it. The interesting thing is that once the interview is
edited from these “Health Expos”…supposedly exposing the Pharmaceutical industry,
they have coincidentally cut out the part of how Dr. C historically cured patients, and
the part explaining how IBMS® is the only system that works. I feel the majority of
people “exposing” the medical profession are just as big of frauds as the medical profession. There are generally about 10-30 different speakers at these type events. At
each event Dr. C has spoken at in the past, we always hear the same thing. “Dr. Coldwell, you really simplify the information down and really have the answers…you make
all the other speakers look stupid, people do not even need to bother with their events
if they go to yours.” I would like to think of this as a complement, but sadly, for this exact reason is why the hosts, or interviewers for these “Health Expos” always cut out
the solutions part of Dr. C’s interviews…to not step on the feet of their other guests
and essentially discrediting them! This is ethically wrong! For this reason, again, we
do not participate in events like this anymore. This brings me to another point that
many other “experts” leave out…solutions. People like Bob always talk about the rebounder, or Vitamin C, or some other herb to cure cancer…but was it the lack of the rebounder, Vitamin C or herb that caused a person to develop cancer? No! So how on
Earth can it be the “cure”? It can help ease the symptoms and maybe shrink a tumor,
or maybe keep people alive longer, but will it take the splinter out your soul that
caused the cancer in the first place? No! And because the Vitamin C or herb could
never remove the splinter in your soul the way the IBMS® System enables you to, the
symptoms or illnesses will without a doubt reappear, and often with a vengeance. This
is why it is such an outrage for people like Bob to have the audacity to tell people what
to do with their life. Does Bob know where the splinter is in your soul? Does he know
your individual life experiences, trauma, the reason and basis for your trained negative behavior, or the reason for the very common subconscious self-sabotage that
causes illnesses? No! Only the IBMS® System can address these traumas and negative
behavioral patterns and produce permanent solutions.
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Since IBMS® is the Science of Identifiying and eliminating the root cause of
every negative result in a humans life, including cancer, being broke, lonely, unhappy,
hopeless, living in guilt, self-doubt, lack of self-esteem, lack of self love, lack of selfmotivation, no energy, no personality, no real life goals, and no future, it is the only
full-life system tha can produce permanent unmatched results.
The next story, and personal experience is about “Joe the Plagiarist”. Now, I will
not say his real name, but let’s call him Joe. Joe went around to all the “experts” interviewing them about their knowledge of cancer, health, treatments, etc. From the 40ish people he interviewed, he put together the “essence” of information. The (negative)
outcome is that he is pedaling misinformation and half-truths. Of course after Dr. C’s
interview (they cut out part with all the solutions) only about 1-2% was actually aired.
Then, not to my surprise, Joe is suddenly using the same verbage that Dr.C uses, except that he twists it because he never understood IBMS® to begin with. For example,
Dr. C talks about how IBMS® identifies and eliminates the root cause of all illness or
negative results. Suddenly, Joe is talking about that the “root cause” of cancer is the
lack of Vitamin D! This is false, misleading, and outright dangerous information!
When this ‘health’ series started, Joe was wearing t-shirts and casual clothes, then
once he interviewed Dr. C, he began to appear in 3 piece suits and colorful ties, as Dr.
C often wears. The most important part though is that while Dr. C gave the interview, I
saw in his face when Dr. C began to explain how IBMS® identifies and eliminates the
root cause of ALL unwanted results in life, and without this, one can never achieve the
health or result they want, Joe realized all of the other interviews about Vitamins and
herbs, healing, and diet, were completely useless and false, and destroyed his entire
plot for his series to ultimately create the market for a supplement and newsletter company, which he founded based on his DVD series. This brings me to another point I
previously made about people riding the wave of other people’s results and successes,
without ever understanding the true message or system behind it. These ‘series’ are a
dangerous, vicious cycle because the host makes money pedaling these half-truths and
false, misleading, information and the people active in the series are only motivated to
be a part of this for publicity and to sell their products, which are never a real solution
and often dangerous or poor-quality products. It is literally the blind leading the blind.
What makes me the most angry about this is that we have seen the fear in the
eyes of thousands of people that have been diagnosed with cancer and their families,
the pain and suffering of these people just looking for honest help, not knowing who to
trust or where to go. I have seen the anger in people after realizing their family mem8

bers were murdered with chemo, radiation, or surgery, or being lied to by the medical
profession that there was no other solution or hope. Dr. C has seen these people in his
clinics and seminars traumatized by those circumstances. Then, you have people like
Bob, and Joe who take advantage of scared people saying all you need to cure your cancer is some Vitamin D, which can be purchased here (where they of course make a
commission), only to have these scared people believing in the next lie! Are these
scared people any healthier now? Are they “Cured”? Have they identified and eliminated the root cause? (If you have heard of one being cured by this hokus pokus, riding the natural cures wave, cancer patient that is still alive 5 years later and 100%
healthy and thriving- not barely surviving, please write to ibms@startmail.com)
The next part is that people like Joe are now taking advantage of these vulnerable people for every dime they have. They push mainly false, half-truths, and misinformations in the form of expensive docu-series, cookbooks, books, and seminars
only to indroduce people to their products, like supplements (often highly toxic and
sourced from China) that offer no solutions. Whether Joe gets a commission on selling
the products the ‘experts’ promotes, or he sells it himself, with a massive profit. Interesting to note, I have nothing to sell. When people come to Dr. C’s seminars, they get
answers, solutions, activities, workshops and information they can use and take with
them to apply to their life. People get results at his seminars, which is why I can literally not handle seeing what is happening at these ‘natural cures’ expos. Dr. C’s seminar prices are basically cost-recovery and if there is any profit, it goes to 100% into the
government-recognized non-profit Cancer Patient Advocate Foundation and his publishers are selling his result and solution producing books for an average of $19.00,
while the 8% Dr. C gets as an authors’ fee goes directly to the Cancer Patient Advocate
Foundation.
They (people like Joe) might start out with good intentions, then get attacked by
the medical profession then suddenly change their tune. Then, they mislead their own
followers that invested with them, believed in them, by saying things like “not all vaccines are harmful, you must decide for yourself”. This cowardly act is the essence of
misinformation and betrayal. Again, this brings me to the point, ONLY the IBMS® system can offer real results by identifying and eliminating the root cause of all negative,
unwanted problems in life…No bogus “testing”, “supplements”, “voodoo”, “positive
thinking”, “diet” or anything from the outside for that matter.
Much Love,
Amy
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Remember to stay in touch! Please email me at
ibms@startmail.com with any questions or topic
requests, or for IBMS® Members, Directly via the
Members Only Website.
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